Title word cross-reference

#1 [667].

+ [859]. $\$1$ [1598, 1575]. $10 \pm 2$ [166]. 3 [1290, 962, 2165, 1291, 2164, 1339, 2381, 250, 2158]. $a$ [859, 378]. $b$ [614]. $\lambda > 4$ [2041]. $n$ [857]. $n = me$ [1398].

-bit [614]. -gram [857]. -sweep [2165].

12 [337, 1421, 2056, 1824]. 14th [564].


33 [343]. 3G [352].

50th [2359].

= [377].


abuse [552, 1123]."
Ant [1156]. Anti [1730, 1929].
Anti-circumvention [1730, 1929].
Anticipating [2160]. antifragile [1216].
Application [2440, 237, 546, 520]. applications [2458, 1736, 638, 1131, 412, 1107, 1382, 1379, 1784, 614, 1696, 433, 1757].
arbitrariness [1661]. arbitrary [1492, 94]. Archimedes [1242]. architectural [318].
Architecture [2444, 2299, 691, 273, 235, 2084, 291, 1609, 407].
Architecture-Compiler [2444].
artificiality [802]. arts [1472, 2194, 955, 2244]. Ashenhurst [12].
Ask [2457, 704]. aspects [1310].
Augmented [1502, 1163, 1282, 216, 1406].
Augmented-reality [1163]. Authentication [2212, 1740, 2250]. Author [955]. authoritative [1492]. authors [1817].
Automating [1952, 1641, 842]. Automation [1938, 2122, 2103, 1168].
Bad [2084, 15, 952, 951, 2176, 1376].
decoupling declarative decipher
debt debate decades
decentralized
de-identify
data-center data-structure Database
datacenter dataflow dataplane
datastores Dave dawn
day days DB DBMS DBMSs
de-identify dead Dealing
death debate Debates
debugging degrade decades
decade deceiving Decentralization
decentralized deciphering Decoding
decryption

Deep Deep Dive
deepening deeply
defeat defective defense
deferral defined Defining deformable deformation
degree Degrees delay
deleterious deliver delivery
demand demands
dementia democracy democratic
democratizing demographics demonstrates
dennis denoising
departments deploying deliver
depth Design
designer designing
destroy destroying detection
detector determinism deterministic
deterrent deterrence Deus
devolvement Developers DHTML

diagnosis Diagrams DianNao Dice
dickory did
didn’t [2012, 2068]. differ [1220].
Difference [323, 746, 322, 2394].
differences [1620]. Different [2425, 2064].
differential [298, 1944]. difficult [1258].
Digitally [844]. Digitization [849, 1452, 1372]. Digitizing [2243].
Digitocracy [2361]. Dijkstra [260].
dilemma [656]. dimension [59, 58].
dimensional [987, 787]. dimensions [336, 148, 80, 1753, 2386, 1903, 2315, 1823, 2125, 1552, 1685, 1280, 1982, 1623].
diplomacy [1959]. directions [2344, 1803, 2022, 1904]. Director [1722].
disabilities [1850, 2406, 717, 1375].
disabled [1953]. Disambiguating [1606].
disaster [113, 1463, 1335, 44]. disasters [1325]. disc [1416]. discipline [2126, 382, 458]. disclaimers [1680].
Disentangling [788]. Disgorging [2407].
Disks [1008]. Dismantling [1806].
Distances [701]. distinction [225].
Distinguished [225]. distraction [388].
Do-it-yourself [1627]. doc [1754].
Donald [1602]. done [1890, 1791, 685].
doorstep [397]. dots [619]. doubly [1883].
Douglas [1232]. down [1822]. draft [2282].
DRAM [438, 439]. draw [758, 757].
Driven [2439, 939, 2184]. driverless [1751].
dying [1435]. Dynamic [2087, 349, 2114, 1453, 720, 2250].
dynamical [835]. Dynamics [2107, 829, 127, 2300, 483, 30, 164].
e-commerce [239]. e-government [1704].
economics [1860]. economists [1142].
economy [239, 1599, 2453, 2315, 1552, 1969].
ecosystem [56, 1389, 1530, 1903].
ecosystems [2125, 171]. Ed [188, 370].
edge [262, 2076, 1656, 918]. edge-aware [1656].
editor [2164]. Editor [1295, 1367, 2448, 1639, 1870, 2378, 2329].

next
[2255, 508, 809, 2004, 686, 474, 2234, 684].
next-generation [684]. nice [1160, 978].
Nine [2012]. ninja [1696]. NLP [1925]. No
[1582, 1279, 1971, 1091, 1999, 2077, 347,
2053, 1174, 1172, 1970, 1690, 1547, 1950].
Nobel [1816]. NoDB [1865]. Node [1355].
Nodes [587, 586]. Nominating [706, 1319],
nominations [2317]. Nominees [706, 1319].
Non [578, 2444, 2443, 1884, 763, 1240].
non-anonymous [763]. Non-myths [578].
Non-Numeric [2443]. Non-Numerical
[2444]. non-uniform [1240]. Non-volatile
[1884]. Nonblocking [1195, 1196, 1238].
nondeterminism [1635]. none [1314].
Nonlinear [390]. Nonparametric [325].
North [925]. NoSQL [110, 596]. nothing
[1616]. notice [1774]. NP [1429, 885, 327].
NP-complete [1429]. NSA [1423]. NSF
[141]. Nuclear [2438, 1335]. NUI [708].
nul [2263]. NUMA [1857]. Number
[166, 1364, 893]. numbers
[1242, 1169, 1811]. Numeric [2443].
Numerical [2444, 2017]. numerically
[1811]. nurse [1511]. NVM [2131].
O [804, 752]. Obama [1142]. obey [2080].
obfuscation [1942, 1992, 1993]. Obituary
[281]. Object [1657, 1245, 1405, 96].
object-oriented [1405]. objective
[2396, 957]. Objective-C [957]. Objects
obscureity [1483]. observer [2339].
obsolescence [295]. obsolete [1881].
obstacles [1239, 2270]. OCaml [692].
OECD [443]. Off [2424, 54]. offers
[680, 413]. officer [1183, 1712, 1722]. Offline
[1130]. offloaded [1916]. offshore [210].
Offshoring [138, 320]. oil [238]. old
[2216, 2397, 1362, 2404, 1091, 1138]. Omega
[1985]. on-chip [910]. one
[18, 1473, 634, 519, 2137, 275, 458, 277].
one-byte [634]. one-second [519]. Online
[2246, 514, 1620, 1262, 971, 111, 142, 1517,
1725, 1794, 336, 2370, 1121, 508, 2046, 1845,
1551, 1831, 926, 2323, 6, 213, 75, 176, 729,
307, 248, 331, 900, 1403, 1091, 1148, 265, 41].
Only [81, 1183, 2137, 1282, 276]. ontology
[1941]. Open
[2053, 49, 1114, 2284, 821, 1887, 2189, 1012,
1760, 1067, 2072, 611, 1115, 1737, 69, 926,
679, 104, 335, 532, 1403, 2410, 1019, 2214].
open-conference [2214]. OpenCV [881].
OpenFlow [932]. Openism [1480].
Opensocial [412]. operating
[1931, 732, 198, 1333, 1585, 728].
operating-system [198]. operation [554].
Operationalizing [945]. opinion [37, 2394].
Opportunities
[2403, 334, 2062, 774, 10, 995, 1523].
opportunity [1470, 544, 1413, 1975].
Optical [2097, 1527]. optimal [988, 1518].
Optimality [1518]. Optimization
[2288, 1694, 887, 1218, 511, 782, 1339, 2395,
2465, 1919, 2396]. optimizations [2085].
opimized [1518]. optimizing [2349].
optional [2053]. Oracle [1001, 2124, 1687].
Orchestrating [83]. order [955, 643].
ordinary [748]. organic [1641].
orrganization [1761, 1216]. Organizational
[104]. organizations [1982]. oriented
[106, 344, 688, 273, 1405]. Other
[20, 902, 1235, 253, 286, 393, 79]. our
[200, 1826, 1158, 1847, 515, 2080, 2032, 2103,
2341, 397]. outcomes [646]. Outsourcing
[1532, 220, 630, 70, 925]. Overcoming
[2406]. overlooked [151]. Overt [1215].
overview [612, 584, 1403]. own
[1150, 454, 1980]. Owning [1442]. owns
[1652, 2274]. oxymoron [169].

P [2336, 885, 327]. packages [263, 1234].
packets [1707]. ‘PACM’
[1779, 1780, 1815, 1766]. PageRank [556].
pain [608]. painful [1092]. pains [1726, 76].
Pairings [1790]. Panels [2193].
panopticon [1807, 204]. Paper [1934, 193].
papers [610, 2109]. paradigm
procedural [1554], procedures [786].
Process [937, 273, 330, 658, 917, 660].
processes [81]. processing
[1655, 311, 23, 2112, 1611, 1656, 966, 2467, 1691, 1399, 2132]. Processional [1812].
processor [1764, 1582, 365]. processors
[410]. product [1559, 928, 650]. production [982, 957]. productivity
[1561, 1220]. products [527, 1282, 526, 743].
Profession [83, 800, 2377, 289, 184, 1302, 1169, 1444, 1510, 1374, 1577, 1776, 1708, 1646, 1847, 1931, 2007, 2150, 2078, 2316, 2225, 2363].
professional [2282, 1481, 1577, 1776, 2469, 2064, 1470].
personalization [1349]. professionals
[206, 502, 1101, 68, 1191, 2447]. professors
[2152]. profit [293, 238]. profitable [101]. profits
[2407]. Program
programmer [1481, 488, 233]. programmers [15].
Programming [851, 298, 782, 1695, 850, 1824, 1759, 1195, 1549, 125, 1128, 2320, 1640, 2301, 578, 726, 1183, 1459, 2069, 1336, 1833, 1206, 74, 1461, 911, 226, 2114, 2066, 1405, 1214, 2398, 1561, 939, 1414, 1696, 934, 1525, 133]. Programs
[2444, 1836, 64, 719, 196, 647, 2067, 942, 242, 1613, 725, 2218, 1234, 1845, 2130, 799, 1380, 941].
Progress
[784, 1244, 2026, 57, 2238, 2395, 1561, 149].
project [603, 257, 165, 2154]. projection
[1464]. projects [1209, 102]. promise
[292, 541, 2293, 1153, 2145]. promises
[1005, 405, 1691]. proof [1274, 2333].
Proofs [1164, 1952]. propagation
[2461, 325, 2090, 324]. properties
[2324, 2373]. property [1808, 1553, 402].
Prophets [2337]. proposal
[1766, 1779, 1780]. Propositions [1859].
pros [1779, 1780]. protect [346, 799].
Protecting [866, 636]. protection [810].
protections [1554]. protein [858]. proteins
[1702]. protocol [824, 581, 1629].
protomemes [2461]. prototype [1291].
Provenance [1357, 1503, 1424]. provide
[1464]. providers [132, 608, 1888, 237].
providing [1301]. Proving
[525, 1196, 2256, 1140, 2044, 2325, 2324].
PSPACE [377, 378]. psychological [1861].
Public [2437, 1009, 65, 91, 1227, 2158].
purpose-built [1936]. purposes [621].
pursuit [1355, 2412]. push [2148]. Pushing
[2133]. Putting [1625, 1683, 834]. puzzle
Puzzles [1636, 1697, 1838, 2047, 1894, 1971, 1567, 1765]. pyramid [1024, 1656]. Python
[1643].
Qatar [357]. QIP [377, 378]. quake [1474].
Quality [1493, 1724, 2074, 1110, 1737, 2355, 1808, 1109, 2398, 1283, 704, 1678, 168, 1139].
Quantifying [1499]. Quantitative
[639, 961, 2067]. quantity [1724]. Quantum
[938, 1021, 57, 2074, 2195, 1759, 1266].
queries [558, 299, 966, 1893]. query
[1865, 2395, 2396]. quest
[540, 479, 367, 557, 235, 537]. question
[1930, 585]. Questioning [962], questions [704], quests [1021], queue [1601, 905], quickly [882, 2115].

R&D [56], R3579X [730], RaaS [1475], Rabin [51], race [348, 349], race-aware [348], races [347], Racket [750], radiation [1335], radical [932], radio [406], RAID [21], raised [1575], Raising [1637], RAMCloud [591], RandNLA [2017], Random [37], randomized [700, 2017], randomness [479, 2171], randomization [348, 349], randomized [700, 2017], randomness [479, 2171], randomization [348, 349], randomized [700, 2017], randomness [479, 2171].

Rate [1400], Rate-limiting [1400], Raw [1667, 1865], ray [1155, 1154], ray-tracing [1154], RDBMS [144, 305], Re [1409], reach [361], reachability [1268], Reaching [1645, 515, 500, 471], React [2156], reactive [2412], reactivity [666, 2107], read [2365, 1815], readers [336], Reading [1369, 1539, 826], reads [2251], Ready [1354, 1482, 1437, 1977, 2338], Real [1173, 881, 1065, 1314, 55, 1086, 639, 927, 1242, 2203, 1385, 1833, 1408, 1648, 2000, 2375, 2385, 1914, 251], Real-time [1173, 881, 1065, 1314, 639, 1385, 1408, 251], real-world [1914], realities [1014], reality [1719, 1502, 1318, 2453, 1163, 216, 2334, 1282, 1406, 2214, 442], Realizing [637, 632], really [1053, 1437, 489], reasonable [1407], Reasoning [2236, 270, 1786, 67], reasons [1137], rebates [186], Rebirth [380], reboot [482], Rebooting [600].

Rebuilding [7], receive [1605], Recipe [123], recipients [1729, 573], Reclaim [2145], recognition [1337, 1937, 1065], recognizes [2222], recommendation [1177], recommendations [702], Recommender [2136], Reconciling [2074], reconfigurable [1314, 2415, 2140], reconsidered [606], reconsidering [1117], reconstruct [1254], Reconstructing [886], reconstruction [671], record [1732], recording [830], records [1823], recovery [375, 376], recruit [1381], Rectangles [350], recurrently [535], recycling [136], Red [493, 2034], Redefining [1866].

Redesigning [973], redirects [234], reduce [1101, 496], Reducing [1427, 552], reduction [59], redundancy [323], redux [1318, 977], reexecuting [1633], refactoring [2392], Refining [1504], Reflecting [975, 493], reflection [116], Reflections [1076, 396, 1301, 1846, 1732, 2151, 1983, 2337, 1803, 1053, 1509, 1773, 1602, 2032, 1880, 2176, 2455, 1802], reflective [1286], refocus [1160], refugees [2104], region [2133], regional [1620], Regulating [345], regulations [2178], regulators [1277], regulatory [31], regulatory-compliant [31], Reimagining [2321, 2003, 964], Reinforcement [2052], reinspect [2127], reinvent [403], related [64, 1624, 1592], relational [70, 490, 1841], relationship [2184], relationships [1706], Relative [353], released [310, 1433], reliability [2067, 1339], Reliable [1714, 1514, 2066, 1380], Remaining [2295], Remaking [627], remedies [104], remembered [1029], Remembering [1232], Remembrances [258], Remix [628], renaissance [2052], repacking [2465], repair [1632, 1899, 162], Repeatability [1939, 1648], replacing [1394], Replicated [1311, 2046], replicating [971], replication [1498], report [1915, 736, 1045, 4, 387, 706, 1320, 1319, 1593, 1871], reporting [1325], repository [2040], representation [1308, 1037, 1201, 1882], representations [2380, 670], reproducibility [2094], Reputation [611, 970], required [166, 1999], requires [632], requisite [206], resales [1097], rescue [501], Research [2131, 2273, 2229, 2320, 2390, 2181, 719, 1236, 2437, 1915, 1681, 2083, 1932, 1000, 369, 2284, 957, 1939, 2364, 1555, 492, 1625, 187, 502, 688, 447, 315, 2022, 1265, 2275, 2081, 2062,
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